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[written sideways at the top left corner of the letter: Wishes to be remembered or something- And I send 

lots of love- to your family, Ever your own, Daisy.] 

 

November 30th.  

 

My dear boy-  

 I was perfectly surprised yesterday when at your uncle’s to hear that your mother, father and Anna 

are coming on this Thursday- it will be lovely to see them again- you aunt wants me to dine with them on 

that evening, and of course I shall 
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be delighted to do so. Last night was our first experience in flat life- it is exactly like sleeping in a railroad 

depot, if you have ever tried that- Margie and Mr. Hackstaff made their appearance in the evening, and we 

had a very pleasant visit from there- I thought Miss Demming [underlined] charming [/underlined] 

yesterday- Mrs. Van Rensalaer I didn’t have the opportunity of con- 
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versing with- but at any rate I found her sister very bright and entertaining. I wish you could have heard 

what she had to say on the subject of [underlined] blushes- [/underlined] reminded me of our conversation 

last Sunday- Fuzzy boy I feel as if we ought to found a hospital or home something, to show our 

thankfulness for being spared that dreadful experience on Saturday, oh,  
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[underlined] how [/underlined] dreadful it must have been- what made you tell me Fuz? It will be very nice 

if you obtain the position of Receiver for Mrs. Hunt- but why the security? Are they afraid you will skip off 

with what you receive? We are going to see those dear horses at the aquarium this morning. Ettie is to go 

with us, Margie told us to be sure and take sugar to feed them with, won’t it be fun- Tell Anna her letter 

was splendid and her paper simply- Aunt Debs 
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Mr. Lawrence Lewis Jr.  

1732 Pine Street. 

Philadelphia. 

Penna.  

 

D.K. 

Nov 30 1881 

(81) 

 



[Postmark New York Nov 30 10AM 81; postage stamp for 3 cents] 
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[Postmark Philad’a. PA. Nov 30 5PM Rec’d.] 


